
Minutes: Student Affairs Committee  
Date: March 16, 2021 
Time: 5:30pm 
Location: Zoom video 

 

 

  

 
Present: 
 
Absent: 

 
Call to Order/Minutes  

Unfinished Business 1. Our class is concerned over the lack of Ted Funds. We were told we are not getting our junior Ted Funds 
this year.  

Action Item: Follow up with Dr. Corsaro 

Notes: Dr. Delgado was able to talk to Dr. Corsaro and he was not able to give an answer. His suggestion was 
contacting Dr. Migliorati. Dr. Migliorati said it’s true that we have not received the money from the state of 
Florida but as soon as they get it, they will be contacting everyone. In the meantime, they continue to provide 
Ted funding to both D3s and D4s and are allowing students that are working together to share those Ted funds 
that were not used. Technically a question for the clinical committee. 

 
2. Caries Removal  

Action Item: Dr. Delgado will talk with clinical administration about when it’s possible to do caries removal.  

Notes: Dr. Delgado contacted clinical administration and is working with Dr. Migliorati right now to get dates. 
What we know now is they are willing to help and to make it happen but they do not have a date and nothing 
confirmed yet. Whenever Dr. Delgado gets a final answer he will be contacting everyone. 

 

Margeaux Johnson, Dayane Oliveira, Catherine King, Anthony Licari, Andrea Nazari, Drew Anderson, Tyler Brown, Daria Mages  

Alex Delgado, Patricia Probert, Bernadette Papp 
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Class of 2021 Concerns – 
Megan Guerra 

1. A few people in the class have had extra SOS rotation days added to their axium schedule and were 
wondering if they could be removed because they no longer need them.  

 
Action Item: Margeaux will ask about the issue and see where they can start but her guess is it will be the same 
root cause of confusion as mentioned with oral surgery.  
 
 

Class of 2022 Concerns – 
Catherine (Jenny) King 

1. Students are desperate for transparent and clear outlines of clinical requirements. There is much 
confusion among our class about endo requirements, radiology requirements and specifically SOS 
requirements (the Team Clinic requirements are clear). The class is asking for written updated 
requirements as many students have been told (or individually emailed) different things. Students feel 
that it is impossible to reach requirements that are unknown to them.  

 Notes: Catherine suggests a joint meeting, Margeaux will start with Mallory and the next step may be students 
request a meeting with Dr. Hardamann. Megan mentioned that Dr. Hardamann has had multiple class meetings 
with class of 2021 and they get the feeling he’s not willing to negotiate any requirements, similar to the feelings 
of class of 2022. 
- Margeaux suggests student send email to Dr. Hardamann while cc’ing students. Anthony recommends Dr. 

Periera, Dr. Probert, and Dr. Migliorati sit down and have meeting with Dr. Hardamann. 
- Anthony will loop group in to see if they can push ahead. 

Notes: Contacted Dr. Periera who posted PDF with all requirements and requested info in canvas, she was also 
supposed to send an email with information attached. Margeaux will follow up with Dr. Periera. Dr. Oliveira 
mentioned this is more of a curriculum committee question. 
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- Catherine mentioned the PDF not being updated is causing confusion for what the requirements are. 
Students are having confusion with oral surgery because they are all getting different requirements. 

- Clinical affairs committee has brought it to their attention multiple times to which they respond that they 
are editing or reviewing the requirements which may change in the future and to sit tight.  

- Anthony suggests joint committee meeting or getting the Dean and Dr. Periera involved  
- Margeaux mentioned that for the future, they have asked for a different course number for each semester 

of oral surgery to allow for less confusion and clearer requirements/instructions 

 
Class of 2023 Concerns 
– Drew Anderson 

No concerns  

Class of 2024 Concerns 
– Andrea Nazari 
 

 No concerns 

New Business Purpose of SAC committee  
- As stated in the Constitution and Bylaws, this committee serves as a general forum to promote 

scholarship, wellness, motivation, professionalism, and extracurricular activities among the students and 
between the students and the faculty. 

- Anthony suggests keeping student concerns, but inviting others to attend meetings an having town halls 
to address issues head on. More suggestions: joint committee meetings to discuss particular issue, or 
ideas for new extracurricular activity or volunteer program. Folding in the scholarship and 
extracurriculars to the meetings but still reserving space for issues that arise. 

Future Meetings  

Adjournment 6:00pm 

 


